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The
Ink on Our Bodies
By: Sebastian
Getting tattoos on your body is not
only permanent, but can also be very symbolic
or meaningful. The practice of tattooing has
been around for thousands of years. There are
many different types of techniques for getting
tattoos including hand poked, stick and poke,
and the standard tattoo machine.
Hand Poked tattoos are done with
household materials. Most common materials include a needle, string, and tattoo ink.
The simple procedure includes wrapping the
string around the needle and dipping it into
the string. Finally, you start poking the needle
into your skin into the design you wish.
Stick and Poke tattoos are very similar to hand poked. The procedure is the same
except the needle is on a long stick for more
accurate pokes, as well as the artist being able
to more quickly stick and poke each tattoo.
The latest of the tattooing techniques
is the standard tattoo machine. It does all of
the same functions that stick and poke and
hand poked tattoos do at a much faster speed.
The needle is pressed into the skin thousands
of times per second.

A tattoo should be treated just as an
open wound when it is first received. The series
of events that happens when you’re getting a
tattoo is as follows: in the place which you will
receive your tattoo, you are shaved and waxed
to ensure that all of the hair is removed from
the affected area. Next the artist dips his needle,
tattoo machine, or what ever tools necessary

Tatto Shop
photo by YDC staff

The Pride Parade
By : Samantha

The pride parade is for the LGBT
community to celebrate lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender culture and pride.
According to PBS in June 1970 the
nation’s first pride parade commemorated
the one year anniversary which was a week
long uprising between LGBT and police officers at Stonewall Inn. According to history.
com the inn was selling alcohol without a
license and the uprising happened because
some of the employees were arrested along
with a lesbian and three drag queens. Stonewall was a popular gay bar located in Greenwich Village on Christopher Street and the
uprising helped bring the LGBT civil rights
movement into the national spotlight. A year
later, activists celebrated the uprising with
the “Christopher Street Gay Liberation Day”

Continued on page 14

march.

According to gayprideneworleans.
com the pride parade flag made its first appearance in the San Francisco Gay and Lesbian Freedom Day parade in 1978. Gilbert

Pride Parade
photo by AJ
Continued on page 13
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O’School
The Program in Which Students Work
By Magaret

Not all students use the opportunity to prepare them- have that are demanded when entering the world of possible
selves for their life in all the ways they can. In this way, jobs.
the Orthogenic School students are lucky because their staff
At the O’School, you are fairly evaluated and put into
members not only offer different ways to enhance their learn- a job where a student worker is needed. According to Emily
ing and living experience, but encourage students to get paid G., this is not always the case for high school students. “A lot
while doing it. The Orthogenic
of times in high school, people
School is one of few that offer
have connections through their
paying jobs to students.These
parents, which leads to jobs that
jobs are meaningful and usedon’t require a real interview. I
ful to both supervisor and the
think being forced to be interworker. Keep reading for facts
viewed at the O’School gives
about where the Student Work
real life experience. Getting
Program came from, how it is
ready for an interview allows
run, and how to get involved.
you to view yourself as others
The Student Work Prowill view you by asking yourself
gram was not always the SWP
questions about how you look
we know today. In the early
and what that is communicat2000’s, the Student Work Proing.” Yes, the SWP does prefer
gram consisted of under five
the student to be more formal
high school students who needin their clothing choices when
ed the job experience. Multiple
attending an interview, which
staff members have noted that
helps prepare the student for not
after 2008-2009, SWP became
only interviews, but jobs outside
much more structured and forof the O’School program.
malized. For example, the the
To get a job as a student at
program we know today has
the Orthogenic School, there are
A picture of the SWP bulletin board.
actual interviews, raises, oriena few steps. The first thing to do
Photo by YDC Staff
tations, and many more job opwould be to talk to O’School
portunities that the 2000’s verstaff members. Then, look at
sion of SWP did not offer. With the support of Executive the school calendar to see when SWP applications come out
Staff and their co-workers, Ellie and Michelle Z were able again. According to the Orthogenic School website, once
to formalize the structure and put in place the Student Work one has the application the next step is to “Fill out your appliProgram we know today.
cation. Do this carefully, thoughtfully and neatly. Incomplete
The Student Work Program is a fair way to get job applications will not be considered and you will have to wait
experience that looks good on a resume for potential employ- until the next application deadline.”
ers. The SWP, as Ellie puts it, “reinforces much of what the
As intimidating as that may sound, Ellie and the
O-School program, in general, tries to teach - responsibility, O’School team work with students to get them in jobs. Once
maturity, reliability, leadership, cooperation, focus, social an application is filled out, one must continue to keep up with
skills, respect, independence.” These are all helpful skills to their responsibilities.
Continued on page 4
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A Scientist, A Fan, A Teacher

Sarah Sinsheimer giving a big grin
Photo by YDC Staff

sembles, as well as games
of both the video and tabletop variety. As such, she
has much in common with
many O’School students
and is able to relate to interests that not all teachers
are profoundly ingrained
with.
When it comes to
herork in education here
at the O’School, Sarah has
stated that what she likes
most is “The people and
the overall culture. I love
watching my students grow
and accomplish things they
never thought they would.
Being a part of someone
who is changing their life
is a powerful experience.”
While she has a
Bachelor’s degree in Musical Theater Performance,
Sarah has said that she considers herself a “Jacqueline
of all trades”, so that she can teach what is needed to be
taught, as exemplified by her work in the Professors as a
science teacher.
In her free time, Sarah enjoys knitting, which
she has done for the past 13 years. She knits a lot of hats,
socks, and has made tunics and sweaters.
She also enjoys reading, usually fantastical fiction, so that she can relax and wind down before bed.
Sarah has said that she greatly enjoys The Chronicles
of Prydain, of which The Black Cauldron is one of the
books. Another one of her favorites was The Mysterious
Benedict Society.
Sarah also likes playing video games. She especially likes role-playing fantasy games where you can
explore and make your own path.
In addition, she loves going to shows, in part
because of her background in musical theater. She was,
in the past, a professional actress, but has since re-evaluated the “emotional cost-benefit” of acting, and become
the teacher we know today.

O’School

By Sasha
Sarah Sinsheimer is, in many ways, a welcome
and wonderful member of the O’School community.
Serving as the teaching assistant in the Professors classroom, she has numerous areas of expertise that benefit
the school as a whole.
Furthermore, she teaches the Urban Farming
class, displaying an intricate knowledge of plants and
gardening techniques, in addition to a profound love of
nature.
Sarah was born in Omaha, and moved around
for most of her life, having lived in South Texas; Atlanta,
Georgia; and northern Florida. Eventually she moved to
Wichita, Kansas for college and work, attending Wichita
State University to get her Bachelor’s in Musical Theater
Performance.
Speaking of education, Sarah is presently in
graduate school at Roosevelt University, getting her
Master’s in Special Education with an Endorsement in
Drama Education. She considers the practical reason
for pursuing this degree is because she’s teaching in this
environment. She also said that the experience is helping her to learn the “why” to the “how” of teaching. The
third reason is that, in her own words, she “can always
be a little bit better”.
Additionally, from this writer’s interactions with
her, she is personally interested in various musical en-
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The Program in Which Students Work
Continued from page 2

Some examples of these responsibilities given out
on the Orthogenic School website include keeping up with
schoolwork, and attending scheduled therapy sessions. Once
a interview is set up, one must show up on time and ready to
answer a few questions.
Last but not least, the O’School will provide the potential student worker with a letter consisting of whether or
not one has received a job. This process may seem lengthy,
but it happens within a short period of time for most.
No matter what job it is, every student starts out being paid the same. However, after evaluations, this may or
may not change due to whether or not a raise is given to the
student worker. Another reason a peer could be getting paid
more is because of how many jobs the student has. According to Ellie, Gina, and Emily G., the most jobs a student could
handle at once in the history of SWP was a total of five jobs.
This could include a class such as Infectious Tees, or Urban
Farming. Just because students have different amounts of
money in that tan envelope, doesn’t mean they started out
earning more, they could also be putting more shifts in.
If someone is interested in creating a new O’School
SWP job, there first needs to be a need for one. A student
or staff member can approach Ellie with ideas, and they will
work to create a job. “For example,” Ellie states, “Jo recently
mentioned that it would be nice to have a Starz Mentor, for
the younger Starz, so we made it happen!” The most impor-

tant part of any SWP job is that it has to be worthwhile. The
Orthogenic School does not allow any jobs that are a waste of
time. “Every SWP job should be a legitimate job - one that is
actually needed and appreciated,” explains Ellie.
There are currently 14 jobs that are offered to
O’School students. These jobs range from classroom assistant, to tour guide, to recycling assistant, to helping with the
front office.
There are many ways that our students and staff
members are able to verbalize what they think of the Student
Work Program in just one sentence. Gina says, “SWP is a prevocational program that offers students training and exposure
to various jobs at the O’School.” Emily G. states that “Student Work Program is a place to experience what the working world is like as well as a place to safely learn from your
mistakes.” One O’School student, Samantha, says “I find it
purposeful because it helps prepare me for a job outside of
the O’School.” Another student, Rose, says something else
when she thinks of the SWP. “Oh, shoot - I forgot to turn in
my timecard...again!”
At the end of the day, SWP is more than just a way for
students to earn money while helping the Orthogenic School.
The Student Work Program a way for students to try and accomplish tasks that are useful, gain important employment
skills, learn work ethics, and help their community.

The Ink on Our Bodies

Continued from cover
for the style of tattoo into ink. Next he or she will begin to poke
your skin thousands of times, using the method of choice, with
an ink-dipped needle resulting in the ink resting in your skin
permanently or until you wish to have it removed.
Occasional touch-ups are recommended to keep the
tattoo looking good and fresh. Touching up a tattoo is a fairly
simple task. An artist simply goes over the tattoo, already on
the skin, and makes the colors, which may have faded over
years of time, more vibrant again.
Receiving tattoos can be used for self expression of
oneself. It is becoming more and more common to get tattoos
to make yourself “unique.” In a recent 2012 Harris poll, results
indicated that 1 out of every 5 adults have at least one tattoo.
No one has the same personality and is different from everyone
else. There is no limit to a personality, similarly, there is no
limit to number of tattoos or tattoo designs. Self-expression is
a positive quality to have and expressing who you are through
images, words, and/or designs is a healthy way to do that. According to searchingforstyle.com, many people don’t like tat-

toos and don’t approve of them. But what really matters is that
you like it.
Tattoos aren’t always great. Infections and regret are common
problems that people who get tattoos have to deal with. According to the 2012 Harris Interactive Poll, the number of tattoo
removal procedures has reached an all time high, with 45,224
people having at least one procedure in 2011-2012. Making
sure that you really want your tattoo is crucial because they are
permanent. Although, there are effective methods of removal,
that do come at a price. The average price of tattoo removal
was $588 dollars according to the 2012 Harris Interactive Poll.
Tattoo removal is not only expensive but can be very painful.
Laser removal, and intense light therapy are the most common
and effective procedures of tattoo removal. Also, companies
are making new creams that remove tattoos but aren’t always
effective or time sensitive.
People all around the world have done tattoos since the Neolithic era according to Elizabeth Pelz, a Common Knowledge
journalist. Tattoos mean many different things to many people.
Continued on page 9
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Chicago
Museum of Science and Industry
By: Leah
The Museum of Science and Industry is a
unique part of Chicago’s history. From exhibits like
The Great
Train Story to Genetics: Decoding
Life, it has been teaching people for over 80 years.
The museum was founded in 1933, and ever since
then, it has become a fun, interesting, and popular
place to be.
Julius Rosenwald, the museum’s founder, donated the three million dollars to create the museum
because of his son, William. According to rosenwaldfilm.org, the idea struck him when he saw how
much William loved one of the science museums
in Munich - the Deutsches Museum. The museum
seemed to him like an inspirational way to showcase
America’s industrial technology, and he decided to
bring it home to Chicago.
The inside of the museum isn’t the only
important thing about the Museum of Science and
Industry - the museum itself is housed in an incredibly historic building. In 1893, the World’s Columbian Exposition took place. According to chicagopostcardmuseum.org, the building that is the current
museum was built to be the Exposition’s Palace of
Fine Arts.
When the Palace of Fine Arts’ building reopened as the Museum of Science and Industry on
June 19, 1933, some of its first exhibits were the Santa
Fe Model Railroad - which was later replaced in 1941
by The Great Train Story - Colleen Moore’s Fairy
Castle, and the Walk-Through Heart. The museum’s
first hands-on exhibit was the Coal Mine Interactive
Exhibit, which, among others, remains open to this
day.
Currently, within the museum, there are many
attractions and exhibits. Some of those featured exhibits include Numbers in Nature, Genetics, and Materi-

Museum of Science and Industry
Photo by YDC Staff

als Science, according to msichicago.org. Photography
is allowed for personal use only, and only in certain
specified exhibits.
Additionally, there is an Omnibox Theater that is five
stories, wraparound, and domed. It shows films such
as Humpback Whales, D-Day Normandy, and Journey
to Space.
In 2014, almost 1.4 million people visited the museum.
Located on Lake Shore Drive, it is just a bus ride
away from Hyde Park and the O’school. In fact, Yanna
went with the Phoenix dorm. “My favorite exhibit was
Science Storms,” she says. The Museum is open to
the public from 9:30 AM to 4:00 PM every weekday
except for Thanksgiving and Christmas.
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The Chicago Cubs
By: Sebastian
The Chicago Cubs baseball team have failed to
win a World Series for a long time but have come close
with a few winning seasons. The Cubs’ Wrigley Field
has begun the first of four phases in efforts of making
the experience at Wrigley Field more safe, while mod-

Chicago

scoreboard has been put in
place to replace the original manual scoreboard
that has remained in use at
Wrigley Field since its debut in April of 1914. The
Cubs are the last team to
use a manual scoreboard.
Phase two of the
1060 Project includes a
new Clubhouse for the
players and coaches. After the renovation is complete, the Cubs will have a
30,000ft Clubhouse with a
strength and conditioning
center, training and hydrotherapy areas, a media
center, team offices and
a player lounge. The new
state-of-art facility will be
one of the largest in the
game. The old Clubhouse
space will not go to waste.
Two new batting tunnels, a larger dugout, and an auditorium as well as additional office space for game officials and “behind the scenes staff” is being added in
the space of the old dugout for the Cubs and their staff.
Phase three of the 1060 Project is devoted to
fixing up the first base line. Umpire rooms and Visitors
Clubhouse will be updated and remodeled to make the
trip to Wrigley more enjoyable for everyone. In addition, first base line concourses will be updated.
Conclusion of Phase three will have nearly
completed work on the main concourse. Along with
the many additions in Phase three, a new outdoor concourse and new Clubhouse for Season Ticket Holders is
being added.
Finally, Phase Four includes final work on the
main concourse and brings updates to the “Captain
Morgan” bleacher section in right field with new seating and concessions.
There are many reasons that the Cubs are doing

Cubs Paraphernalia
Photo by: YDC Staff

ernizing the building. Throughout all of the ups and
downs, one thing has remained the same, which is the
team of The Chicago Cubs.
In 1870 the Chicago White Stockings were
born. Since then the team has gone through more than
ten logo changes and one name change. We now know
them as The Chicago Cubs. They are currently the oldest U.S. sports team that has remained in the same city
since their birth. They have remained at Wrigley Field
since they were founded in 1870.
Wrigley Field is undergoing a major restoration
throughout the off-seasons of the next four years. It is
being referred to as the 1060 Project in reference to its
address 1060 W Addison st.
In the 2014-2015 off season Wrigley Field made
an expansion of their “Budweiser Bleachers” in efforts
of making each dedicated fans’ experience at Wrigley
more enjoyable while maintaining the charm that Wrigley always has.“Phase One” as it is referred to, includes
new bleachers released in 2015 that has new seating
and terraces, as well as new concession stands. A new

Continued on next page
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The Chicago Cubs
Continued from previous page

the 1060 Project. A few of the many reasons the Cubs
are renovating is safety, fan enjoyment, and neighborhood development. After a routine inspection, Wrigley
Field failed to meet some of the requirements necessary
to host guests at the field. A net has been temporarily
put in place to protect the fans from falling concrete
until builders are able to put in place the new, safer concrete.
In the article, Restore Wrigley, the journalist says the “ These activities have contributed to the

energetic environment of the neighborhood, while delivering millions of dollars in economic activity.” The
Cubs look to continue contributing to the community
and they believe that these renovations will help maintain that according to the journalist who wrote Restore
Wrigley.
All of these major changes have been put in
place to make an all around better experience at Wrigley Field. The Chicago Cubs make the visit at Wrigley
even better. As the umpire says, I’m “OUT!”

What To Know About Early Chicago
By: Margaret

Chicago Skyline
Photo by YDC Staff

Jean Baptisle Point Du Sable was born in St.
Marc, Haiti around 1745. His exact birth date can only
be estimated because his mother was a slave. About
the age of 20, Sable made his way to New Orleans and
continued north up the Mississippi River. Right before
the 1780’s, he built his house on his 30 acres of land in
Peoria, Illinois. Later on, Sable married the daughter of
a Native American tribal Chief. Jean Baptisle Point Du
Sable and his family are important to Chicago because
Sable was the very first non-indigenous person to settle
in Illinois. This, along with many other “firsts” helps
make up Chicago’s rich history, a history that is still
around today.
Chicago was accepted as a town in 1833, and
only five years later it was incorporated as a city due

to being home to more than 4,000 people. Chicago
didn’t stop there; it kept growing rapidly, becoming the world’s biggest grain port in 1851. By
that point in time, the city was populated by over
30,000 residents. This number quickly multiplied
over 20 years, bringing the population of Chicago
to 330,000 by 1871.Currently, Chicago is populated by about 2,719,000 people. If this number were
to multiply as it did over that twenty year period,
by 2025 Chicago would be populated by around
29,909,000 people. According to Geoff, this would
be similar to all of Texas in one city.
In 1871 the population of Chicago decreased by
300 people. Even though 300 seems small, the reason they were no longer counted in the population
was big. This was the fire of October 8th, 1871, the
one that took those 300 lives and left over 100,000
people homeless. To put this into perspective, today
12,100 lives would have been lost instead of 300. This
fire raged for two days and did as much good as it did
destruction.
Chicago immediately started to rebuild itself,
sometimes before the building plans were even complete. New rules were put into place that required buildings to be made with stone, brick, limestone, or marble
instead of brick. Jenny’s Home Insurance Building is
a fantastic example of how well Chicago rebuilt itself.
This is because the building was ten stories tall - the
world’s first skyscraper.
Today, Chicago is a sparkling city with a wide
range of just about everything.
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Adlai Stevenson Walks His Way

By: Sasha
Adlai Stevenson was - as far as the history
“that to veto this bill in this period of grave anxiety
books show - a deeply honest man who was led by
will be unpopular with many. But I must, in good
principle and a desire for universal justice, to the exconscience, protest against any unnecessary supprestent of an alienation from other politicians.
sion of our ancient rights as free men...we will win the
With the full name of Adlai Ewing Stevenson, numercontest of ideas that afflicts the world not by suppressous Stevenson High Schools across the country, and
ing those rights, but by their triumph.” As such, he
the Stevenson Expressway right here in Chicago, are
adhered to the original and defining philosophy of this
named for him. He was
nation - freedom - rather
born in Los Angeles but
than succumbing to the
moved to Libertyville,
times and voice of the
Illinois at a later point in
people, thus showing his
time. After being educatpersonal integrity.
ed at Princeton, Harvard,
According to the aforeand Northwestern, he ran
mentioned biography
as the Democratic oppoby McKeever, when
sition against Eisenhower
a bill came to him to
in 1952 and 1956, then
protect birds that stated
Kennedy in 1960 for
that roaming cats were
United States president,
a public nuisance, he
but failed on each occaaddressed it quite elosion.
quently by saying, “It
Adlai Stevenson’s House
However, Kenis in the nature of cats
Photo by YDC Staff
nedy appointed him as
to do a certain amount
the Ambassador to the
of unescorted roaming...
United Nations, which he served for four years until
the problem of cat versus bird is as old as time. If we
he died of a heart attack at age 65, in the year 1965,
attempt to solve it by legislation who knows but what
having been born at the turn of the 20th century. He
we may be called upon to take sides as well in the
also had great successes before he was on the global
age old problem of dog versus cat, bird versus bird,
scale.
or even bird versus worm.” Such a response shows
He served as the 31st governor of Illinois. According
that while he could be intensely serious, he was also
to Adlai Stevenson, His Life and Legacy by Porter
known to address more light-hearted issues with an
McKeever, he revolutionized the state police and
equal lightness, demonstrating his versatility.
vetoed an anti-communist bill to preserve freedom.
He wrote the majority of his own speeches,
According to the New York Times, one of his greatest
and became devoted to the ideal of the individual’s
achievements was banning the non-underground testrights and the principle of international relations. As
ing of nuclear weaponry.
such, and as the prior quotes show, he had a sharp
The same source says he was very ambivalent
wit that he utilized to appeal to the general populace
about his political duties, feeling that lying to the
in lighter decisions, and a great intellect and wisdom
public, even in an incredibly minor way such as tellwhich were put to use in explaining controversial acts.
ing someone who he’s never met that it’s nice to meet In 1952, an interview with the New York Times had
them, was one of the most painful parts of running for him stating that honesty was of the utmost importance
president.
and an anonymous political mentor of his stated that
In the act of vetoing an anti-communist bill, he his realism and diplomacy were somewhat painful for
wrote a speech which, at one point, stated that he knew the politicians of the day to deal with.
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Summer Music Festivals Take Over
By: Yanna

The end of Spring is what sparks the fire for the
parade of music festivals that happen every summer in the
city of Chicago. A music festival is similar to a concert.
Imagine; concert, after concert, all day long, for multiple
days. All of these events are outdoors and within city limits.
There is a variety of artists and types of music one
could see. The first on the list is Blues Fest; the name says
it all. Blues Fest is believed to be the first actual music festival in Chicago. 1948 is marked the year that got the ball
rolling. Blues fest takes place in Grant park on the weekend
of June 12th.This year headliners include Buddy Guy, Billy
Branch, and Syl Johnson.
The most well known festival and anticipated of
them all is Lollapalooza according to hubub.com. People
from across the country travel to our city of Chicago for the
weekend of the 31st of July for the atmosphere itself. From
artists like Paul Mccartney to Tyler, The Creator, the line
up is always huge and diverse. Lolla takes place in Grant
Park, which is in downtown Chicago. Lollapalooza’s first
year in Chicago was the weekend of July 31st 1991. In the
beginning years there were more independent artist and less
known music. Now there is a mix of Mainstream artists and
independent.
Ruido fest is something more recently added to the
awesome summers in the Windy City. It’s all about the latin
artists, such as; Estelares, Ozomatli, and Banda de Turistas. This will be the first Ruido festival in Chicago. Ruido
Fest’s official website says that there is a large population
of people who have latin roots in our city. It will be the first
ever three day festival dedicated to foreign artists. Ruido

Aerial Photo of Lollapalooza
Photo from Lollapalooza.com
Fest will be located in Addams/Medill Park, which is near
the outskirts of Chicago.
LakeShake is our country festival, almost like
Country Thunder, just less overwhelming. It takes place
over the weekend of Friday June 19th. The location is some
what of a “less known” one, as it is on the Northerly Island
Peninsula. That’s a piece of land that sticks out onto Lake
Michigan. Now the reasoning of the name might be a bit
more apparent. The headliners this year include Brad Paisley, Cassadee Pope, and Dierks Bentley. There isn’t much
history that comes along with Lakeshake as this year will
be their first.
These festivals and so much more are what make
Chicago a go to place during the summer. Make sure you
look out for all of these and over events that are upcoming.

The Ink on Our Bodies
Continued from page 4

When tattoos first started, the most common reason for
getting a tattoo was to attract more women to the men. Matthew
Libassi, Fox News journalist tells us about the first tattoo ever
discovered was on a mummy of a moustache to make his wife
be more attracted to him in 6000 B.C.
The original technique of tattoos, which really expanded in Thailand for religious purposes, is the stick and poke tattoo. In this, an artist will dip a stick with a needle at the end and
poke it into the skin multiple times resulting in the ink resting
underneath the skin forever. However, this method of tattoos
is most likely to get infected if proper actions are not taken to
ensure sterilization of the affected area and needle. According
to WebMd.com infected tattoos could not only ruin your tattoo,
but also cause permanent scarring of the skin.
Tattoos were believed to serve as arthritis cures for Icemen who lived 5,300 years ago. According to Dr. Mark Kestner,

tattoos found on an Iceman, later named Otzi, were aligned
along the areas of common acupuncture areas. What scientists
now believe is that the Icemen attempted to cure arthritis pain
with tattoos.
Tattoos were also commonly used as categorizers to
put labels on slaves and prisoners. Each prisoner of the Holocaust was given a number. In most camps the number was
tattooed onto the forearm to keep count and identification of all
prisoners. Similarly, slave masters often tattooed recognizable
symbols, names, or addresses so that if a slave should run away,
they would quickly be returned.
Each person has a different reason for getting a tattoo
and everyone’s tattoo is different. Every tattoo is permanent
and if someone wants to get a tattoo, they should be very sure
that is what they would like to get unless you are willing to pay
a heavy fee for removal.
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National/ World
Misery and Laughter: The Words Of Victor Hugo
By Leah
How many books written today will remain pertinent forever? The works of Victor Hugo have proven
themselves to be classics. Studied over time, his words
and lessons have been relevant to everyday life. These
lessons are not just for professors and people with
degrees in literature, either. Students can also benefit
from the humanity and consciousness that his characters show; whether it’s Jean Valjean’s kindness or Esmeralda’s bliss, we can learn how to be better from his
characters.
Victor-Marie Vicomte Hugo, better known as
the famous novelist Victor Hugo, was born in Besançon, France in 1802. He lived until 1885 - and in those
83 years, he wrote almost nonstop. According to biography.com, he at first trained to become a lawyer. However, his mother encouraged him to become a writer,
and he never fully committed himself to law. Instead,
he dedicated himself to his stories. He is most well
known for the enormous amount of literary work he
did in his lifetime, and the apparent ease with which he
did so.
He may have been a busy writer, but he was a
human like any of us. His father was a military figure
who later served under Napoleon, and his mother was
a Catholic Royalist. They separated when Victor Hugo
was a child, according to thefamouspeople.com, and his
mother raised him to become an author. Victor Hugo’s
first novel was Han d’Islande, published in 1823, and
was followed by a series of plays. Eventually, he would
go on to write over 50 other volumes, including The
Man Who Laughs and The Last Day of A Condemned
Man.
As well as being talented and involved, mtholyoke.edu says that Victor Hugo was one of the originators of the Romantic movement in France. He wrote

The Hunchback of Notre Dame
Photo by YDC Staff

Les Miserables and The Hunchback of Notre Dame in
the Romantic style, a style in which the protagonists are
dynamic and motivated by emotion rather than strict
guidelines. His characters were relatable and human unlike those in previous styles of writing.
Literature in general can help us broaden our
landscapes. According to Dr. Michael Koppisch, a professor emeritus at Michigan State University, “Recent
studies have shown that readers of literary fiction tend
to be more sensitive to others and the problems of their
lives.” Obviously, fantasy situations don’t occur in real
life; however, they also have much to teach us. We can
learn how to help others and be more appreciative of
those who help us.
Continued on page 13
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France Bans Underweight Models

Model on a Runway
Photo from USA.gov

National/World

By Rosie
There is an upcoming rule in France
that has some promise to change the way models are seen and portrayed. Often times, people
look up to models, especially their frail figure,
and strive to look the same way; to have the
‘perfect’ body, which can lead to devastating
challenges. However, France, who is stepping
up next to Israel, Spain, and Italy, is taking
steps to help stop this process from even beginning, this ban on underweight models is in
hopes of helping eliminate eating disorders.
While this will only apply to France,
this is a momentous leap for the entire fashion
industry, where, according to The Guardian,
the average model has a BMI, much below the
ideal range of health (the lowest BMI that is
considered “healthy” is 18.5), which indicates
that they are severely malnourished, however,
there is argument that some people have naturally low BMI’s that are not due to eating disorders.
The small figure of models can often promote
eating disorders in young people who are more susceptible to the influence of the world around them. Take
It is also a big step in that France is a significant location in the fashion industry. They host fashion week, in
fact. A hope of this step is that there will be a promotion of true health and adequate nutrition. This rule has
been long anticipated in the field of body positivity, and
eating disorders. Time quotes the French Minister of
Health Marisol Touraine as saying, “This is an important message to young women who see these models as
an aesthetic example.”
Thanks to the potential new rule, models would
have to have a medical certificate that states that they
are at a healthy range of BMI to work on the runway.
The minimum required BMI is 18. If the rule isn’t followed, there are consequences, which may result in a
fine and/or jail time for the agency, and thus would be
considered a criminal offence.
Reuters states, “The measure is part of a campaign against anorexia by President Francois Hollande’s
government.” Other parts of this measure consist of
a ban on thinspo (thinspiration) sites and blogs, also
promising severe consequences. This comes after Isa-

belle Caro, a French runway model, died of complications from her eating
disorder, her final hope
being showing just how
awful eating disorders can
be fatal. “When I see myself now, I say, ‘what a horror.
I’m trying to get out of it, and I want young women to
know that is possible.” said Isabelle Caro.
To the contrary, the point is raised that not all
people who are underweight have eating disorders. This
raises some questions on if this bill is skinny-shaming.
A challenge is that due to the ease of calculating BMI as
opposed to using more precise tools like calipers. Some
people view it as the fashion industry furthering their
exclusivity. Others claim that not everyone wants to
look like the models who walk the catwalk. Meanwhile,
others say the pressure is applied from different sources.
NEDA (National Eating Disorder Association) suggests
putting models through an eating disorder screening,
because just like how not all people with an unhealthy
BMI have an eating disorder, not all people with eating
disorders have a low BMI.
This ban is well on its way to becoming a law,
as of April 3, 2015, it has passed the National Assembly
and is well on its way to the Senate.
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Glass Frogs Roam Free

By Samantha
Have you ever seen the Muppets? Or have
you ever wondered what’s like to be an amphibian
such as a frog or a toad or even a salamander? Well
there was a new species of frog found in Costa Rica
on April 21st. It is called a glass frog. According to
USA Today, the glass frog looks very similar to the
character Kermit the frog from the Muppets and other shows.
The first amphibians were known as tetrapods, which are now extinct but were alive four hundred million years ago. The evolution of these tetrapods represented a significant change in the body
plan from one organism that swam and could breath
under the water with gills to another organism that
could walk on land and breathed air.
According to News Center Berkeley there are
seven thousand amphibians known to science. Every
two and a half days a new species of amphibian is described in the scientific literature according to David
Wake who is a professor of integrative biology at the
University of California.
There are only fourteen known glass frogs
in Costa Rica. Costa Rica holds one hundred and thirty
three species of frogs and toads. Costa Rica is located
in the tropics between North and South America. According to Frog Sanctuary it is the warm humid tropical
forest realms that have the greatest number of species.
Frogs are all over the place! They fill nooks and
crannies. They fill the ponds and they fill the canopies.
They hide among the green leaves of trees and the green
leaves on the ground since they are transparent and are
light green you cannot see them very well.
The glass frog originated from Central and South
America. Before the glass frog was even known as a new
species, there were years of studies done on glass frogs.
The glass frog got its name from how it looks because
the glass frog is semi-transparent on its body where all
of the organs are visible. Everywhere else is pale green
with small, yellow suction pads on it’s fingers and toes.
The glass frog has a small nose and gold irises. Also the
glass frog is three quarters of an inch to one and a half
inch.
The glass frog is also nocturnal. It spends most
of its days under leaves and among branches. The glass

Tree Frog
Public Domain Photo

frog hunts at night and tries to find a mate. The male
glass frog have a very distinctive mating call which gets
louder as they age. The glass frog lays about eighteen to
thirty eggs and they call their egg group a clutch. They
usually lay their eggs near running water on the underside of leaves or branches. The males stand guard to
protect them from predators and to keep them moist.
Little is known about what they eat but what is to be believed is that they eat similar things to other small frogs
such as flies, spiders and other invertebrates according
to rainforest alliance.
All over the world in fact there has been a decline in the amphibian population but no one has a clear
idea why. Scientists are guessing it could be to health
reasons which will affect other species of amphibians at
a later time. One of the golden toads of Monteverde was
one of Costa Rica’s first toads to go extinct according to
travel Costa Rica.
Costa Rica has a vast variety of frogs. They
even have a glass frog that looks like Kermit. The evolution of a frog goes back four hundred million years
ago. Frogs are an incredible species. Scientists need to
do more research on these amphibians asap!
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Pride Parade
Continued from cover

Baker who is from San Francisco designed the flag so it

could be used more than once.
His original flag had eight colors on it. Hot pink
for sex, red for life, orange for healing, yellow for sun,
green for nature, turquoise for the arts, indigo for harmony, and violet for spirit. Due to production issues
and that all the colors were not available at that time
Gilbert’s eight colors could not be used. The flag was
cut down to seven colors and indigo was replaced with
royal blue.
There was another color taken off the flag when
the openly gay commissioner Harvey Milk got killed.
The color was turquoise. Now the flag only has six colors which are red, orange, yellow, green, royal blue,
and violet. The pride parade flag is important in this article and to the LGBT community because it represents
freedom and it shows other people that it is okay for
the LGBT people to show who they truly are because
they still are the same person on the inside and on the
outside. The flag just represents another side of a person and it’s a good side as well.

The Chicago pride parade takes place in the
month of June, and this year it will be the forty sixth
annual pride parade. The parade includes dance parties, contests, creative floats and celebrity appearances
according to Mashable. According to chicagopride.
gopride.com the pride parade is a four mile route and
takes place on Sunday June 28th, 2015 at Montrose
Avenue and Broadway in Uptown and ends near the
intersection of Diversey Parkway and Sherdian Road
in Lincoln Park. Mashable is a site that gave information about the pride parades in the past held and what
the pride parades now hold.
Overall, the pride parade is something that is
held worldwide and not just for the LGBT community.
The pride parade is meant for everyone to have fun at
with their friends and family and themselves even. The
pride parades started with a week long uprising between the LGBT and the police. So hold up a flag with
those six colors on it and don’t be afraid to show who
you truly are anymore.

Misery and Laughter: The Words Of Victor Hugo Continued
Continued from page 10

Through Victor Hugo’s novels, we can also
learn about ourselves. The lessons that he teaches in his
works have lasted since the 1800’s for a reason. This is
exemplified in Victor Hugo’s characters. Jean Valjean,
one of the main protagonists in Les Miserables, can
show us what it means to keep a promise at any cost.
He took care of Cosette at great personal risk because
of a promise he made to her mother. Additionally, he
saves an innocent man who is taken in his place, even
though that means he will have to go back to prison. By
doing so, he demonstrates dramatically how one person
can change a life.
Another lesson we can learn from Victor Hugo
is found in a different one of his books. In The Hunchback of Notre Dame, the raw desperation of wanting
something you cannot have is incredibly relatable. In
the novel itself, most of his characters die, unlike in the
Disney movie. It shows that in order to get what you
want you have work hard, and you might fail. Sometimes, though, you have to decide whether the risk is
worth it.

Although there are many ways that we learn
from Victor Hugo, his characters have, arguably, the
most to teach us. We can relate to them in many ways,
whether through class, situation, needs, or personality.
For example, like Eponine and Esmeralda, we have all
at one point loved someone we couldn’t possibly be
with. Also relatable is the feeling of worthlessness and
loneliness experienced by Quasimodo, the hunchback
that couldn’t fit in. We can use this understanding to relate to other people better, and in turn, we can become
better as well.
Books such as Les Miserables and The Hunchback of Notre Dame are valuable because they can
teach us about ourselves. They aren’t just novels assigned in English class to work through. “In short, reading Hugo makes us more sensitive human beings,” says
Dr. Michael Koppisch. Victor Hugo’s stories can teach
relevant lessons to us about who we are - even today,
200 years later! That shows the importance and power
of Victor Hugo’s writing.

Thank You
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Editorial: Staying Safe While Out in the Sun
By YDC Staff

With summer approaching we have to
remember to watch out for the heat. We also have
to stay hydrated. We also have summer fun here at
the Orthogenic School and we have to remember
to stay safe but have fun as well.
Summer Fun at the Orthogenic School
is exactly that - fun in the summer! It takes
place on Tuesdays and Thursdays after summer
school. Residential students are required to attend both Summer Fun activities each week while
Day School students are only asked to attend on
Thursdays. Summer Fun activities in the past
have included an O’School carnival, water day,
Beth’s traveling zoo, and a school trip to Medieval Times. What is planned this year? Look at
the Summer Fun board in the school hallway for
upcoming event schedules.
During the summer, there are many important ways to stay safe. One is to stay in the shade
or inside for some of the day, so as to get a break
from the heat and cool off. Heat can cause heatstroke and dehydration, both of which are serious
health problems. Therefore, while having fun, it is
important to make sure that you are taking proper
care of yourself.
Staying in the shade is not the only way to
cool off. You should also drink water. The average person is supposed to drink at least eight cups
of water in a day, give or take. This is even more
important if you are outdoors for long periods of
time in the heat. Be sure to take a container for
water with you at all times, wherever you may go.
Try to never let the container be empty, it’s bet-

ter to be safe than sorry. Dehydration can happen
when your body is not receiving enough water.
Symptoms of dehydration include dizziness,
nausea, blurred vision, headaches, and weakness/
fatigue. Be sure to listen to your body, if you feel
thirsty. It’ll keep you alive and well.
You know what the coolest thing isn’t?
Sunburn. I mean, who loves peeling off layers of
painful, irritated, and angry skin. To think that the
burn could have been prevented by applying sunscreen! Sunscreen protects our skin from harmful
Ultraviolet rays which often cause sunburn. It’s
recommended to put on sunscreen at least 30 minutes before you plan on going out. Most sunscreen
is also not water proof, unless it clearly states that
it is on the bottle, so it is recommended to apply
more sunscreen after engaging in aquatic activities. It is also recommended to reapply every few
hours as a general practice. So, if you’re tired of
needing some aloe for that burn ‘cause ice isn’t
going help, remember to use sunscreen!
Summer is always fun but it is always
better to have fun while staying safe. Hydration
and awareness of heat are easy ways to have fun
during the summer months as well as Summer
Fun activities! It’s easy to have fun in the summer
heat, but it’s also easy to forget to drink water and
stay hydrated. Finally, with Summer Fun activities
happening every week, it is imperative that you
stay hydrated and are aware of the affects the heat
has on people to maximize your fun during the
summer.
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